It comes back to learning...

How do you learn?

How do you access information?
How do you process information?
How do you create/work?
How/where do you share your creations/work?
How do you evaluate the process of learning? How do you evaluate your creations/work? How do others evaluate your creations/work?
Accessing Information

Pre-loaded
- Selected
- Pushed

On demand

Incidental

Text
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Graphics
Video

Websites
Podcasts
Applications
Content Delivery Systems
Processing

- Respond
- Copy
- Discuss
- Repeat
- Record
- Question
- Organize
- Synthesize
Creation

Mobile
Camera
Still Images
Video
Microphone
Notes
Spreadsheet
Slides
Word Processing

Portable
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Word Processing
Video Editing
Evaluation

How are new technologies used in evaluation on your campuses?

Over the past ten years, what methods of evaluation have emerged as effective in educational settings?
We need to observe and understand how education can change.

1. We need to look for ways to enhance the learning process.

2. We need to examine the units/lessons in our courses that no longer invoke our passion.

3. We need interaction.

4. We need reflection.

5. We need to take action.
Thanks to all who are presenting today and those who organize these opportunities
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